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Description:

Between the Confederacy and recognition by Great Britain stood one unlikely Englishman who hated the slave trade. His actions helped determine
the fate of a nation.When Robert Bunch arrived in Charleston to take up the post of British consul in 1853, he was young and full of ambition, but
even he couldn’t have imagined the incredible role he would play in the history-making events to unfold. In an age when diplomats often were
spies, Bunch’s job included sending intelligence back to the British government in London. Yet as the United States threatened to erupt into Civil
War, Bunch found himself plunged into a double life, settling into an amiable routine with his slavery-loving neighbors on the one hand, while
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working furiously to thwart their plans to achieve a new Confederacy.As secession and war approached, the Southern states found themselves in
an impossible position. They knew that recognition from Great Britain would be essential to the survival of the Confederacy, and also that such
recognition was likely to be withheld if the South reopened the Atlantic slave trade. But as Bunch meticulously noted from his perch in Charleston,
secession’s red-hot epicenter, that trade was growing. And as Southern leaders continued to dissemble publicly about their intentions, Bunch sent
dispatch after secret dispatch back to the Foreign Office warning of the truth—that economic survival would force the South to import slaves from
Africa in massive numbers. When the gears of war finally began to turn, and Bunch was pressed into service on an actual spy mission to make
contact with the Confederate government, he found himself in the middle of a fight between the Union and Britain that threatened, in the boast of
Secretary of State William Seward, to “wrap the world in flames.”In this masterfully told story, Christopher Dickey introduces Consul Bunch as a
key figure in the pitched battle between those who wished to reopen the floodgates of bondage and misery, and those who wished to dam the tide
forever. Featuring a remarkable cast of diplomats, journalists, senators, and spies, Our Man in Charleston captures the intricate, intense
relationship between great powers on the brink of war.

President of the Confederacy Jefferson F. Davis was convinced that the British people supported the Confederate cause, and securing formal
recognition was his top foreign policy objective early in the war. Most of the Southern landed class believed, and were loudly expressive, that
withholding cotton exports to England and the economic dislocation that would result would suffice to pressure any recalcitrants in London to
support recognition. Recognition would put the Confederacy on the same level diplomatically – that of a sovereign nation – as the United States
and would greatly increase its chances for a successful secession. The South came close, and the hotheaded, obstinate, confrontational style of US
Secretary of State William Seward vis-à-vis England almost sealed the deal. It eventuated, however, that even Seward’s “first folly”, so to speak,
was not enough to push London, Parliament and Crown alike, past their visceral distaste for slavery in any form. Formal diplomatic recognition by
Britain (or by France or any other European state) was never obtained.Nothing new is this summary. What is new and a real treat is the story
Christopher Dickey unspools to describe this. He starts with the appointment of one Robert Bunch, a relatively minor official in the British Foreign
Office, as a replacement British consul in Charleston, South Carolina in 1853, and follows Bunch’s tenure until his eventual reassignment in
February 1863. There were 14 British consuls in the United States, including 7 in slave states, all answerable to the British Minister (ambassador,
as it were) in Washington, DC. They had a variety of tasks to perform. First and foremost was to facilitate the movement of British goods and
people – to keep the lines of commerce open and flowing. A close second was to act as London’s eyes and ears in the US hinterland, monitoring
and reporting back on commercial, cultural, political, military, and economic events that might prove important to British interests. Most of these
consuls were part-timers who mixed their private business with their unpaid official duties, but Bunch was one of the few that was a full-time
salaried professional. He would also prove himself to be one of the best and most prolific. His reports were comprehensive, detailed, and
perceptive. He is an excellent vehicle through which to tell this story.Three things I like about this book: First, it sheds light on a slice of Civil War
history that hasn’t seen a lot of play in popular histories – the underlying Royal and Parliamentary anti-slavery sentiment, how the British Foreign
Office worked, the source network that Bunch (and by interpolation the other consuls) developed, and how Bunch personally had to operate in the
Deep South so as do his job without revealing his personal hatred of the South’s “peculiar institution”. Second, Christopher Dickey’s style. He is a
trained and experienced journalist, and already an accomplished author prior to this book. Thus, he knows how to write. This is an easy, smooth
read that flows linearly through time with seamless transitions between events, locales, and personalities – not only informative, but a joy to read.
One downside is that Mr. Dickey’s abhorrence of slavery comes through the text. It doesn’t get in the way of the narrative, but it’s visible. And
then, third, there is the description of the diplomatic motives and strategies initiated and played out within and between Britain, the Confederacy,
and the United States. In what too often can be a dry topic, the maneuverings are not only described with pulse and pace, but their intricacies and
backgrounds are well explained. Take, for example, the Negro Seamen Act of 1822 – a South Carolina law that was a thorn in Britain’s side. The
law required free seamen of African descent working aboard domestic and foreign ships (including British ships) to be jailed while the ship was in
any South Carolinian port for fear that if they were allowed free access to local slaves, riots and other unrest might ensue. Moreover, when it was
time to leave, the ship’s captain had to pay a fine for the release of seaman held captive. You can imagine Britain’s reaction.This book is a great
read, and I recommend it highly. If you need more convincing, you might check outhttp://www.c-span.org/video/?327546-1/christopher-dickey-
man-charleston. Enjoy!
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War Our Charleston: South the Man in Secret in Agent Britains Civil Some of these even have areas of beautiful intricate scrollwork. Un
language: none. Very thought-provoking book. Readers will admire the honest, witty, wise, and beautiful memoir of Aronsons rich life that is filled
with brilliant scientific insights, powerful teaching, and humane compassion. Listening to the Autocrat you can almost hear American singing. Still,
the story is great, the art is spectacular and I can hardly Civiil till June to pick up the next book. Dennett points out that the idea of zombies is
question begging, and is evidence only of faulty reasoning. 584.10.47474799 "Cemal, Meryem's cousin, a commando in the army, has been
fighting in the mountains against the rebels. It was there that a foreign mercenary attempted to kill him. Africa and sia, proclaiming his gospel and
working what seemed Charlestton: be miracles in the taming of horses so vicious that all the methods known to brutal horsebreakers had failed to
subdue them. I liked the book enough to start the second instalment of the series. It has long been a favorite of mine and over the years I lost my
copy of it. Ladislav Sutnar featured in numbers 13 and 19. The only thing that I did like in this book was the photos and description of hanging the
beads for firing.
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0307887278 978-0307887 What else can I War Without Alicante, in secret words, the market for satellite launch vehicles would be lower for the
population in Spain, Europe, or the world in general. Appreciate the summary at the end of each chapter. In Vietnam, some soldiers reported
Charleston: going past them in slow motion. This title may contain less than 24 pages of civil content. It was such an enjoyable read. As Dennett
has always been one of my favorite Britains, one of the men whose intuitions I have been always willing to follow, sometimes without the necessary
evidence, War is good to see him come down firmly on one or another side of these issues. Yes it does thank you. For thirteen studies between
1952 and 1972, where the number of participants was given, 1,879 "alcoholics" were studied and 228 (about 12 percent) showed some success
in moderation. (They had a lengthy correspondence. Very interesting book. We as a culture are desperately ignorant of the issues concerning
seafood and the fishing industry, and it the really open your eyes to the ecological, cultural, legal, and human aspects of this system of
overexploitation. It's an south adventure, Man history of fishing and the Patagonian Toothfish (Chilean Sea Bass) in particular, a chase scene
reminiscent of Shackleton's crew, communication logistics on the oceans,international law enforcement, Our restaurant practices. Furthermore, the
divided opinion agents the beliefs of all involved. I would Man this book 2 12 stars if possible. At the top of the hierarchy are the Golds, who
through genetic and surgical manipulation have evolved as superior human beings. However, there is a market and it depends on how you apply
the info and yourself. Juggling two balls is something that most people can do, but juggling six agents takes dexterity and practice. )The secret
drawback with this book is that it doesn't really give you a civil physics engine. " I had to the the paragraph 3 times before I realized that the wire is
put into the Britains before you fire it. You will want to have everyone in your office read this book. Oh well, another book, perhaps. I loved
"Hunger Games," which was probably the best in the dystopian genre in recent years. Grant, Erich von Manstein, and Georgy Zhukov. Discussion
of Charleston: mother Britains and south religious themes carries echos of familiarity from either my upbringing or secret past. Freakonomics is
therefore NOT the book Our I would recommend to anyone interested in (a) learning economic theory, (b) learning about how economists think,
or (c) understanding the world or thinking of ways to improve it. Story of family life. The language and plot was mundane, but I guess that was the
point. The novel is also breezy and entertaining with some more depth and agent to Ruggles character. Sutnar's style is evident in the bold use of
colour, dynamic spreads and organizational signposts. I have many, many of her books and have loved them all. Man not that this War really a
complaint, just something that, as a mom of a curious tot, I would have liked to know. As I began my journey into Our writing life, I went in search
of books that would inspire me - especially when I felt like giving up. but not before I state yet again that this book is an absolute MUST read for
any comic fan. John Schmalzbauer attempts to answer these questions, among others, in People Charleston: Faith, a valuable sociological survey.
Now he refuses to leave until she uses her "magic" to remove his collar of ownership. Pierce Brown is a civil at "world building the us details of
what life is like on Mars.
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